The
City Palace Museum
Udaipur

The Number Trail 2.0

Explore the Divine Gesture:
The Magnificence of Mewar Spirituality,
with the help of numbers!

NoticeWe’re looking out for six gracious female attendants for the Mother
Goddess.
The Mother Goddess is very powerful; she is but the
energy of Vishnu, the Hindu God of Preservation. Her
name is Vaishnavi and she must not be confused with
the other Mother Goddesses! She holds the shankha
(conch shell), gada (mace), and the chakra (discus) in
her hands, just like Vishnu.
Vaishnavi holds prime importance; notice that she
stands in the centre. She is flanked on either side by
her attendants. Her attire too is markedly different
from theirs. The large crown, the long garland
falling below her knees and the cloth worn around
her lap are the indicators.

Vaishnavi, shakti of Vishnu | Marble | Shree Eklingnath ji Temple | 1200-1300 CE |
CPMU 2012.30.0167

A slithery friend with seven heads; if you’re lucky it’ll give you shade!

The snake symbolizes rejuvenation.
Count the heads of the snake.

A snake canopy with seven or more
heads is connected with the
Tirthankara Parshwanatha. The deity
is seen standing in a meditation
posture of Kayotsarga or body
abandonment; body erect, with arms,
pendent. The canopy towers over him
as a symbol of his divinity.

Parshwanatha, the 23rd Jain Tirthankara | Serpentine | Shree Eklingnath ji Temple |
1000 – 1100 CE | CPMU 2012.30.0028

The great Goddess Durga is set to battle against the buffalo demon,
Mahisha. Her hands bear powerful weapons that she uses against her
opponent. Mahisha is slayed. Her praises are sung aloud; Mahishasura
Mardini, the slayer of the Buffalo demon is victorious!

Gesture your hands, and
position your foot in the
same manner as her. How
long can you hold the
posture?

Mahishasura Mardini, slayer of the buffalo demon | Serpentine | Shree Eklingnath ji
Temple | 800-900 CE | CPMU 2012.30.0088

Seven and two halves, yet
Nine in all! Can you catch
these cosmic beings?
Clue: Look for a tail

These beings represent the planets. They are known
to be powerful, and offer protection. They are
crowned and adorned with garlands of the gods.

A pair stands out in the odds; they are seen without the special garland! Rahu
and Ketu are lunar nodes. Rahu is shown as a half-figure, with hands
gesturing an offering. Ketu is the one with the snake-like tail and hooded
canopy!
Navagrahas, the nine planets | Serpentine | Shree Eklingnath ji Temple | 800-900 CE |
CPMU 2012.30.0006

108 on a string! Did you know that the number
108 is very sacred! The creator uses this to keep a
track on the Universe’s time.

What other things can
you spot in Brahma’s
hands other than the
akshamala prayer
beads?

Brahma, the creator | Marble | Shree Eklingnath ji Temple | 1100-1200 CE |
CPMU 2012.30.0187

Infinite like the universe contained within, multiple are his faces and
arms. Unlike Arjuna from the Mahabharata who saw this form, you will
see the finite one!
P.S. He is seated on a lotus, with his right hand and leg pointing towards
the ground

Vishvarupa is a form of Lord
Vishnu, the Hindu God of
Preservation; a form he reveals
to Arjuna in the epic
Mahabharata.

Close your eyes. Bring
to mind this infinite
form, one containing
the entire universe!
What can you see?

Vishvarupa, Omni-form of Vishnu | Serpentine | Shree Eklingnath ji Temple | 800-900 CE |
CPMU 2012.30.0004
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